SATISFACTION 1720

PEACE WAS THEIR BIGGEST ENEMY
The Great Northern War is over and the victorious Vice Admiral Tordenskiold suddenly has no idea what to do with his life. Is it time to marry and settle down? His valet Kold persuades him to go on a vacation. Their trip turns into a hilarious romp of a road movie through Denmark and Northern Germany. Tordenskiold is asked time and time again to recount his most famous war deed, The Battle of Dynekilen. Women swoon at the sight of him; he is a 1720’s version of a modern day rock star. Problems start piling up, as everyone wants a piece of the naval hero. Meanwhile, Tordenskiold just wants a dog. In Hannover, Tordenskiold suspects a conspiracy as he is forced into a suspicious duel. The last odd chapter of his life is about to begin.
28 year old Jakob Oftebro is considered one of the fastest rising stars in Scandinavian cinema. He appeared in the Norwegian blockbusters MAX MANUS, KON-TIKI (Oscar nominated 2013) and also starred in IN ORDER OF DISAPPEARANCE, which competed at Berlin in 2014.

Natalie Madueño graduated in 2014 from The National School of Performing Arts in Denmark and is already making a quick mark in Danish films. She appeared in the films RÅZONE, ON THE EDGE and ITSI BITSI and has a lead role in the upcoming DR TV-series FOLLOW THE MONEY.

Martin Buch is a well-known actor in Denmark much loved for his comedic talents. He has appeared in Danish films such as A FUNNY MAN and the Oscar winning IN A BETTER WORLD, as well as in numerous successful stage plays and TV-series. Following his lead role in the hilarious tv-series RYTTERIET, Martin has become a household name across Denmark.
Budgeted at euro 4.5 million TORDENSKIOLD shall be a vibrant and visually sumptuous period film with a fresh, modern and utterly comic feel. Based on real events surrounding the sudden and surprising demise of an illustrious 18th century vice admiral, the film is meant to be a buddy and road movie in the vein of THELMA & LOUISE. Apart from the leads Jakob Oftebro and Martin Buch the film also stars David Dencik, Björn Kjellmann, Kenneth Christensen, Natalie Madueño, Joel Spira, Marcus Gertken, Yolette Thomas, Katrin Weiss, Martin Greis, Julie Agnele Vang, Benjamin Kitter, Ole Christoffer Ervvaag, Torstein Bjerklund and Marina Bouras. TORDENSKIOLD is a co-production between Denmark, Norway, Sweden and the Czech Republic. The film will premiere during late 2015 or early 2016.
Having directed numerous episodes of the hit TV-series THE KILLING and BORGEN Henrik Ruben Genz breaks through internationally with the acclaimed Karlovy Vary winner TERRIBLY HAPPY in 2009. Henrik is presently putting final touches to his American debut GOOD PEOPLE starring James Franco and Kate Hudson. VICE ADMIRAL TORDENSKIOLD...AND DOG is his 6th feature film.

Wildly popular and published in more than 47 languages Erlend is one of Scandinavia’s top novelists. Erlend has written screenplays for several successful feature films and has won the prestigious Cappelen Prize for his literary work.

Having worked on several successful films and TV series, including FLAME & CITRON, THE BRIDGE, BORGEN and THE KILLING, Jørgen Johansson has served as a DP. He has won both Bodil and Robert awards for his work as a DOP.

Erlend has dominated Denmark’s Academy awards winning no less than 14 times for films such as A ROYAL AFFAIR, FLAME & CITRON and DOGVILLE. Manon also did costumes for the international hits DANCER IN THE DARK, MELANCHOLIA and THE HUNT.
Established in 1993, Copenhagen based Nimbus spearheaded the Dogme movement with films such as the Cannes Jury Prize winning FESTEN (1998) and the Silver Bear winner MIFUNE (1999). Bouncing back internationally in 2011 with the smash hit TV-series THE BRIDGE Nimbus Film remains one of the most prolific and successful production outfits in Scandinavia.

Sirena Film is a production service handler also expert in complex co-productions. Sirena Film has handled films such as Nimbus Film’s PRAGUE, FLAME & CITRON and WHAT GOES AROUND as well as the Oscar nominated A ROYAL AFFAIR.

Oslo based Hummel & Nimbus is a new collaboration between the Danish production outfit Nimbus Film and the Norwegian production company Hummel Film.

Anagram is a Swedish production outfit, prolific and successful in both film and TV.